1. The South Heights Graduation Ceremony is for all homeschooled students, and participation in South Heights Christian Classes is not a requirement.

2. The graduate must be officially considered a homeschooler for the year of graduation or be enrolled in PSEO classes as a homeschooler.

3. Registration must be completed by February 1st. Late registration after February 1st is possible (not guaranteed), but will cost an additional $20.00. Registration is not complete until payment has been made and the Registration Form has been completed & turned in.

4. It is strongly encouraged for a parent to attend ONE of the Information Meetings held in late January and early February. Graduates are welcome as well! 😊

5. The information for the Graduation Slideshow must be turned in by February 15th.

6. Announcements are available for purchase through South Heights Graduation, but purchasing announcements is purely optional.

7. The graduate and at least one parent are strongly encouraged to attend the rehearsal.

8. The Graduation Ceremony will be distinctively Christian, traditionally conservative, and respectfully deferent.

9. Due to a wide range of opinions and convictions, South Heights Graduation will seek to remain conservative in all decisions regarding the graduation.

10. South Heights Graduation will not plan, facilitate, or sponsor any extra-curricular activities outside of the ceremony and will not be held responsible for any accidents occurring during such activities.

11. Disclosure of any graduate’s personal information will not be made public without the written consent of the graduate family.

12. This event is a South Heights function. The South Heights Board reserves the right to make final decisions on all aspects pertaining to the graduation ceremony.